
FORTIN BLADE 2023

BLADE
Since 2006, Knoxville legends Whitechapel have slayed global 
audiences with their unique brand of uncompromising metal.

Working closely with the triple guitar threat of Zach 
Householder, Alex Wade and Ben Savage, Fortin are proud to 
bring you the Blade, the only pedal worthy of their collective 
name! 

The Blade is a custom-designed boost that allows any metal 
player to sculpt their tone and find total sonic perfection. 
Boasting a custom EQ curve clean boost, the Blade features 
additional controls



FORTIN BLADE 2023

WARRANTY
For the full and up-to-date informa�on about the For�n warranty, please visit our website - www.for�namps.com. 
You can also email us at info@for�namps.com.

To ensure you get the absolute best out of your new pedal, we strongly recom-
mend you take some �me just playing with it to get to know the controls and 
how they react. Yes, that is right, we want you to play with it as much as possible!

Boas�ng a custom EQ curve clean boost, the Blade features addi�onal controls. - 
Treble (Cut) and bass (Deep) frequencies, with an overall boost level (Saw). We 
had to ensure that guitarists Zach, Alex, and Ben have a pedal that would perfect-
ly shape each part of the signature Whitechapel tone.

 
BYPASS - True Bypass footwitch.
 

SAW - The overall level of the boost applied to the signal.
 

CUT - Treble control, tame or excite the top end of your signal perfectly within 
the boost.

DEEP - Low end control, expand or reduce the amount of low end in the boost.
 

POWER - 9-12vDC center pin nega�ve (fully regulated) external adapter/power 
supplyor ba�ery (not included). Power draw 25mA

  

Glassy AF
Not only can your Blade pedal work wonders on your dirt 
tones, but it make even the most boring and bland clean 
tone sound glassy and alive...

Bright Chuggage
Need to cut through in the mix? Make your tone slice 
through anything...

Fa�en Up Dirt
The classic For�n boosted tone - your amp will become 
�ghter and considerably more responsive...

Doomy Sludge
Doom. Doom. Doom. Fat, nasty and thicker than something 
that is already totally thick...

Se�ng sugges�ons
These are only sugges�ons - find your own tone, as these may not apply to 

your guitar, your amp or your fingers - use them as a star�ng point...
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